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I listened to all the session reels. There were some low moments, some starts and stops. But with
all that music, what we know as Bitches Brew could have been assembled twenty different ways.
—Bob Belden, producer of the 1999 Bitches Brew reissue (Szwed 2004).
Thus, there is not one history with which we can describe the relationship of our genome to the
genomes of the African apes, but instead different histories for different segments of our genome.
In this respect, our genome is a mosaic, where each segment has its own relationship to that of
the African apes.
—Svante Pääbo, Director of The Department of Genetics at the Max Planck Institute for
Evolutionary Anthropology, Leipzig (Pääbo 2003).

The past two weeks, I have listened about a dozen times to Joe Zawinul’s “Pharaoh’s
Dance,” the first track on Miles Davis’ album Bitches Brew. I encourage you to pull the album
from your shelf if you have it or play it online. The song starts out with a driving vamp on the
electric piano, drum steady, pushing you forward… but at 1 minute 40 seconds, it may strike you
that the song has changed tracks, starting over from the beginning, abruptly, as though the tape
had been cut and a second take of the opening spliced in. It had: the song was strongly edited in
post-production to execute Miles’ vision. Hours of studio time between August 19 and 21, 1969
were distilled and run through effects, looped, spliced together by producer Teo Macero and
Miles over the months that followed to make the final recording of 20 minutes, 5 seconds in
length. “Pharaoh’s Dance” as we know it now is a mosaic created of 19 different edits. The final
piece – the album as a whole – was not even immediately recognizable to some of the musicians
who recorded it.1 Yet I must have listened to it scores of times over the course of about 20 years
before I gave any thought to where each section came from. When I listen to this song and to the
title track of the album, which is almost as heavily edited, it works as a whole.
Oaks are similar: when we look at an oak, we see one organism, despite the fact that each
of the estimated 25,808 genes in the oak genome has a unique history (Plomion et al. 2018). The
history of those genes may be described as the history of gene duplications, divergences, origins
and extinctions of alleles, some of which differ from each other functionally – some contributing
to a longer petiole, some contributing to earlier flowering – but most of which will contribute
little or not at all to adaptive differences between individuals (Ohta 1992). Because of the
recombination that happens at meiosis, the many genes on a chromosome, even adjacent ones,
may have different histories.2 Gene histories give us some of the best information we have about
1
“I didn’t really like the sessions at the time,” Zawinul reminisced. “I didn’t think they were exciting enough. But a short while later I was at the
CBS offices, and a secretary was playing this incredible music. It was really smoking. So I asked her, “Who the hell is this?” And she replied,
“It’s that Bitches Brew thing.” “I thought, Damn, that’s great.” (Tingen 2017)
2
This is true even at the base of the “Tree of Life,” where bacteria, eukaryotes, and archaea may have traded genes extensively during the early
divergences of life’s three domains… and continue to today (Pennisi 1998; Quammen 2018).
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the history of speciation, but that relationship between the evolutionary history of alleles and the
origins of populations and species is not straightforward (Maddison 1997; Knowles 2009). To
the contrary, every individual’s genome comprises genes whose alleles may have arisen within
the species to which that individual seems to belong, others that were born long before that
species arose and are shared by descent among numerous species, and still others that shuttled
into the population from a different species by hybridization (Wendel and Doyle 1998). An oak’s
genome – as any species’ genome – is a mosaic spliced together from disparate histories of genes
and genome regions (Pääbo 2003; Baum and Smith 2013).
When an oak population first becomes geographically isolated from others of its species,
it is little if at all distinguishable from the populations from which it arose (Darwin 1859). It
might harbor some uncommon alleles that help it adapt to a new environment and that
consequently have the potential to increase rapidly in frequency in the population. If present,
these alleles may belong to genes that inhabit inverted chromosomal segments, dragging a range
of genetic variation along with them, protecting a whole region of the genome from mixing with
other populations (Ayala and Coluzzi 2005; Rieseberg 2001)3 or perhaps allowing that variation
to accumulate, providing fodder for future speciation (Fuller et al. 2018; Han et al. 2017).
Whatever novelties there are in this isolated population are likely to be minor, at least in oaks,
because oak populations each contain a large proportion of the genetic variation in their species
as a whole (Michaud et al. 1992; Muir and Schlötter 2005; but cf. Lexer et al. 2006). Indeed,
trees as a group tend to be highly genetically variable within compared to among populations
(Hampe and Petit 2006), and we therefore expect tree speciation to be messy. A large ancestral
population with high genetic variation gives rise to populations with high genetic variation,
which because of trees’ large effective population sizes will only slowly lose shared alleles
(Hudson and Coyne 2002). As a consequence, many individual genes we look at will fail to
distinguish species from each other.
In the past few decades, it has become clear that so long as we have sampled a large
number of nucleotides from across a wide range of the genome, we can generally detect species
boundaries in oaks using population genetic and conventional phylogenetic approaches (Muir et
al. 2000; Hipp and Weber 2008; Cavender-Bares and Pahlich 2009; Guichoux et al. 2011; Fitzek
et al. 2018) or phylogenetic approaches that explicitly account for random sorting of ancestral
genetic variation (Ortego et al. 2017; McVay et al. 2017a, b; Eaton et al. 2015). Most of the time,
sophisticated analytical methods are not needed: when we analyze large volumes of data using
conventional methods, the history of population divergence generally swamps the signals of
random allele sorting and hybridization (Hipp 2015; Rokas et al. 2003). We recover species
boundaries and phylogenetic histories that are consistent with morphology, ecology, and
biogeography (Fitz-Gibbon et al. 2017; Cavender-Bares et al. 2015; Hipp et al. 2018).
Occasionally, however, our efforts to reconstruct relationships among species and populations
will be fouled up even with large numbers of genes, and these cases serve as a reminder that oak
genomes are stitched together from histories that may differ dramatically from one another. The
seams between the genes are sometimes obvious ecologically or morphologically, like the
transition at 1:40 on “Pharaoh’s Dance.” You have probably at least once stood in an oak
population and puzzled over the imprint of genes introgressed from another species you knew
well. Such moments of discordance draw our attention to the myriad splices that comprise the
oak genome. They serve as a point of entry into the editing room, where we can unravel the
3
These regions must be small if present at all in oaks, as the oak genome is remarkably conserved, exhibiting only very fine scale rearrangements
across the entire family (Bodénès et al. 2012; Barreneche 2004; Cannon et al. 2018; Kremer et al. 2012).
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varying histories from the bits of recording tape strewn across the table. Each alternate history
that we infer gives us a clearer understanding of what an oak species is and where its constituent
bits arose.
The origin of the Eurasian White Oaks (McVay et al. 2017a), the Roburoids, is just such
a case study.4 When my colleague Ian Pearse visited our lab in 2009 to generate the first wellresolved, species-level phylogeny for White and Red Oaks (Pearse and Hipp 2009), we found the
Roburoids to form a distinct lineage (Fig. 1), despite the fact that they had not in previous studies
been genetically distinguishable as a group from the North American oaks (Denk and Grimm
2010; Oh and Manos 2008).5 The Roburoids were placed sister to all other White Oaks except
for the live oaks of section Virentes, which matched previous findings based on analysis of
chloroplast and nuclear ribosomal DNA (Manos et al. 1999) and was satisfying from a
biogeographical standpoint. This result was, however, not robustly supported, and it seemed
sensitive to which subset of our data we analyzed. Moreover, this result was based on amplified
fragment length polymorphism data, which provide less precise information about genetic
similarity and relatedness than sequence data do. As a consequence, when, in our next published
phylogeny (Hipp et al. 2014), based on much more and higher quality genomic data, the
Roburoid oaks popped out sister to the Eastern North American Quercus alba and Q. michauxii
(Fig. 2), we were fully prepared to accept the change in the story. This was exciting, though not
entirely new: the placement had been found previously using a single-copy nuclear gene,
CRABSCLAW, albeit with low support (Oh and Manos 2008), and a relationship between the
Eastern North American and East Asian White Oaks that approximated the groups we recovered
had been hypothesized in the 1980s based on morphological data (Axelrod 1983). We thought
that the problem was solved: with high-quality genomic data, the origins of the Roburoid oaks
were safely pinned to Eastern North American ancestors.
Problems arose, however, as we added more species to the dataset. In different analyses
on the same data, we found two fascinating things. First, two chestnut-leaved White Oaks
growing approximately 6,000 miles from each other – Q. sadleriana of California, Q. pontica of
the Caucasus – consistently found each other as phylogenetic sisters and fell, together, sister to
all of the remaining White Oaks, including the Virentes. No matter what we did or how we
attacked the data, this result stood. These two species are now treated as Quercus section
Ponticae, making them the smallest section in the genus (Denk et al. 2017). Second, the
Roburoids were phylogenetically unstable, moving between the two positions that had shown up
in our two earlier papers depending on how we analyzed the data (Fig. 3). As we varied taxon
sampling, sampling of individuals within taxa, genomic clustering parameters, and sampling of
subsets of loci, section Ponticae either fell sister to the remaining White Oaks, forming the
second lineage to diverge after Q. sadleriana + Q. pontica; or sister to a clade of three Eastern
North American species (Q. alba and Q. michauxii as shown before, plus Q. montana, which we
had not previously sampled). The instability was unsettling.
With meticulous work, however, the postdoctoral researcher on this project, John
McVay, discerned that there were genuinely two stories embedded in the genome. The first was
a sister relationship between the Roburoids and Q. alba and company; the second was a close
relationship between Q. pontica and the Roburoids, but not between Q. sadleriana and the
Roburoids. This was peculiar. By necessity, all species in any single clade are equally closely
4

For another equally fascinating case study, see John McVay’s exciting and beautifully illustrated (2017b) study of Quercus gambelii and its
relationship to Q. macrocarpa and Q. lobata (McVay et al. 2017a).
5
Presciently, Denk and Grimm (2010) found that Q. pontica, traditionally treated as a Roburoid, was genetically distinguishable from the other
white oaks (Denk and Grimm 2010). At that time, we did not yet have confirmation of the relationship between Q. pontica and Q. sadleriana.
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related to all species of any other clade you chose, provided that all genes are inherited along
ancestry lines defined by the phylogeny. Thus Q. pontica could only be more closely related to
the Roburoid White Oaks if genes were moving along some path other than the dominant
phylogeny. The most straightforward explanation for this is introgressive hybridization in Europe
between Q. pontica and the Roburoid oaks. A history of crossing and backcrossing between Q.
pontica and the Roburoids had shuttled genes from Q. pontica into the Roburoids, dragging the
Roburoids out to the edge of the White Oak phylogeny while leaving little if any obvious
morphological evidence of the gene flow.6 Eliminating genes that appeared to be subject to
introgression between Q. pontica and the Roburoid White Oaks, McVay recovered what we
believe to be the correct placement of the Roburoid White Oaks sister to Eastern North American
Q. alba and its kin, returning us to Axelrod’s (1983) prediction, but with refined definitions of
the lineages involved.
All organisms are genomic mosaics. Modern humans have alleles that arose in
chimpanzee and Neanderthal populations, some of which appear likely to have been under
selection in anatomically modern humans as they migrated into Asia (Simonti et al. 2016). More
dramatically, a gene crucial to building the mammalian placenta arose in mammals from a series
of parallel retroviral infections (Quammen 2018). In other words, chimp, Neanderthal, and viral
genes have all shaped the fitness of modern humans. In the same way, advantageous alleles
appear in some cases to flow between oak species in ways that facilitate shared adaptations
(Cannon et al. 2018; Khodwekar and Gailing 2017) and might play an important role in the
evolution and persistence of species (Anderson 1953; Cannon and Lerdau 2015; Hampe and Petit
2006) in other cases, selected genes appear to differentiate species even in the face of ongoing
gene flow across the remainder of the genome (Oney-Birol et al. 2018). We are only beginning
to get a sense of which of these stories is more generally the case: selection as a barrier to gene
flow versus gene flow as mechanism by which adaptations are shared among species. With two
good oak genomes online now (Plomion et al. 2016, 2018; Sork et al. 2016) we are finally in a
position to start focusing on the seams between genes, on the discrete and variable histories that
make up oaks. We can start to ask a previously unanswerable question: what do we mean by
“species” and “phylogenies” when we are talking about oaks?
The answer to this question, like the meaning of “Pharaoh’s Dance,” probably does not
rest in any single set of genes or edits. While it appears there are genomic islands of
differentiation among closely related oaks (Scotti-Saintagne et al. 2004), at least some of which
are conserved among major clades Sullivan et al. 2016), it may turn out that the genes that
distinguish Q. macrocarpa from Q. bicolor in Wisconsin are not the genes that distinguish it
from Q. stellata in Missouri.7 Integrating over all the stories in the genome will require us to
build on phylogenomic approaches that explicitly model divergence with gene flow, as reviewed
in the earlier paragraphs. But such an integration risks painting a simplistic single story over the
6
Edgar Anderson, in his seminal Introgressive Hybridization (Anderson 1949), made the point that hybridization is probably most important in
organismal evolution when it is least obvious. He writes, “If introgression proves to be a primary factor in evolution it will be because it so
greatly enriches variation in the participating species. As raw material for evolution, the bizarre hybrid swarms described in Chapter 1 are not so
important as the Asclepias introgression described by Woodson (1947), which was barely noticeable in any one locality and extended as a trend
through a long intermediate zone. By the time of the third backcross of the original hybrid to one of the parental species, there would be little or
no external indication of hybridity in the mongrel progeny. Yet in terms of gene frequencies, the effects of introgression in such mongrels would
far outweigh the immediate effects of gene mutation” (pp. 61-62). The Roburoid oaks may be such a case. As a side-note, it is remarkable to an
oak enthusiast to find that the genus Quercus did not make it into this (1949) book, though two references to introgression in the genus showed up
in Anderson’s 1953 Biological Reviews article of the same title (Anderson 1953).
7
The reader will probably recognize Leigh van Valen here, who wrote, “It may well be that Quercus macrocarpa in Quebec exchanges many
more genes with local Q. bicolor than it does with Q. macrocarpa in Texas” (Van Valen 1976). The idea is similar, though I consider that van
Valen’s concern has largely been put to rest by molecular studies of the past 20 years, beginning most resoundly with Muir et al.(2000) and
reviewed in two previous articles (Hipp 2015; Hipp 2016) in this journal.
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more than 25,000 splices that make up the genome of the Q. bicolor in my front yard. The most
interesting story underlying the oak phylogeny may reside in the seams themselves, the sutures
between the genes, the changes from one story to another.
“Pharaoh’s Dance” could have been assembled 20 different ways. Oaks are similar,
assembled from the scraps of tape that make up the oak genome. But unlike “Pharaoh’s Dance,”
of which there is only one realization, there have been millions upon millions of Q. bicolor, all
assembled differently.8 This fall, as I kick up the Q. alba and Q. macrocarpa and Q. rubra litter
on my bike ride into work, I see alleles spliced in from everywhere. Are all these genes
interchangeable? Are there a select few that have the power to change one species to another?
What are the limits to gene flow and recombination? How disparate are the histories that make
up the individual Q. alba growing in The Morton Arboretum’s East Woods? Those are questions
for the coming decade.
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8
These are of course not unconstrained assemblies: for an eloquent discussion of this, please see Anderson (1949), ch. 3, in which he discusses at
length the limits to recombination in organisms, why hybrids don’t fill all of the possible recombination space but rather tend to fall along what
he terms a “recombination spindle” between the poles of the two parents.
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Figure captions
Figure 1. AFLP phylogeny, showing Roburoids sister to the remaining white oaks. From
Pearse and Hipp 2009.
Figure 2. First oak RAD-seq phylogeny, showing Roburoids sister to Quercus alba and
allies. From Hipp et al. 2004.
Figure 3. The resolution: the two placements of the Roburoids that resolve from alternative
analyses of RAD-seq data. There are two stories in the genome, one resulting from ancient
introgression (left panel), one from speciation and population divergence history (right panel).
From McVay et al. 2017a.
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